[Enzymatic methylation of regulatory elements in controlling the activity of genes from various groups of organisms].
About 1800 sequences of gene promoters, enhancers and other types of regulatory elements (REG) have been statistically analysed for investigation of a role for enzymatic DNA methylation in prokaryotes, yeasts, plants, invertebrates, animal viruses, vertebrates and human. The frequencies and localizations of CG and CNG methylated sites and also the number of CG-->TG+CA transitions in different series of REGs have been studied. It was showed that the pro- and eukaryotic REGs with the exception of yeast and drosophila ones have higher CpG-suppression values than the main genome in the same species. About 40% of all the point substitutions in pro- and eukaryotic REGs were found in the CG and CNG methylated sites, that are "hot spots" for C-->T transitions. More than 30% of all analysed REGs have neither sites CG nor CNG and so they are not capable of methylation in vivo. The methylated sites have not been localized in any specific regions of promoters and other types of REGs nor in the flanking sequences of the same genes. Only part of the homological REG's sequences have CG and CNG methylated sites. Therefore the methylation of cytosine residues in any REGs may be not an obligatory condition for normal regulation of the REG activity in cells. Two main REG's families of different length were unexpectedly found in the study. The length of the first one is 9-12 n. and the second is 17-20 n. The families are about 60-80% of other REGs. The essential deficiency of cytosine residues and also triplets of CGG, CCG, CTG and CAG has been showed in the "sense" chain of the REGs. The chain has some abundance of TTG, CCA and CAA triplets. The REG's chains have a strong asymmetry in purine and pyrimidine contents and also in duplets TG and CA frequencies. It may be the result of different reparation effectivity of G-T pairs produced by 5-meC residues deamination in DNA complementary chains. Therefore cytosine methylation in REGs may strongly destabilize the structure, accelerate its divergence in evolution, and disturb the REGs binding with protein factors regulating activity of the genes. The results showed that a function of DNA enzymatic methylation may be hardly realized through the modification of gene regulatory elements.